Impact of spherical projectiles into a viscoplastic fluid.
We study the behavior of a yield-stress fluid following the impact of a vertically falling sphere. Since the impact produces shear stresses larger than the yield stress, the material in the vicinity of the impact becomes fluidized. The sphere entrains air when it enters the fluid, and the resulting cavity pinches off below the surface. The upper part of this cavity then rebounds upward. For sufficiently fast impacts, a vertical jet is produced by the cavity collapse. While many aspects of this process are similar to that in Newtonian fluids or granular materials, the rheological properties of our target material change the scaling of the cavity pinch-off depth and have a dramatic effect on the height of the jets. The material returns to a solid-like behavior once the stresses due to the impact have relaxed to below the yield stress, leaving a crater in the surface of the material. We find that the diameter of this crater depends nonmonotonically on the impact speed. The crater shape also changes with speed, reflecting the dynamics of the impact process.